An X-ray diffraction method for the determination of texture evolution in electrodeposited and vapour-deposited layers was developed. It was applied to the study of the texture of electrodeposited bright zinc. It was established that the arising of texture in the concrete models is due to oriented nucleation as well as to a growth selection process. The substrate structure also has an effect on the character of the texture evolution.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the texture arising in layers is related to continuous microstructural changes in normal direction to the substrate. On the basis of proposed classification (Bauer 1956, Reimer and Freking 1965) van der Drift, 1967 , distinguished two contradictory ways of how the texture sharpness changes with the layer thickness. In the case of oriented nucleation, no matter whether the initial preferred orientation has arisen on a single crystal or a polycrystalline substrate, the texture sharpness decreases during the vertical growth. In the case of oriented growth, the texture sharpness increases during vertical growth. The latter is a result of the growth selection process, due to the growth rate differences of the variously oriented crystallites.
The mechanism of texture formation could be revealed if experiments were carried out in which the microstructural changes in some crystal directions were monitored during the layer growth (or even just in some stages of its growth). Thus the aim of the present study is to specify the X-ray diffraction method suitable for controlling the structural changes with the rise in layer thickness. Its application for the study of the texture evolution of electrodeposited zinc would yield information on the mechanism of its arising, in the particular case. 
where N is the normalization factor of the pole figure. Its value, in the case of a diffractometer, may be determined by employing the approach described by Tomov, 1986 , which requires a joint determination of P and N from an incompletely or completely measured pole figure (Tomov and An averaged value will be obtained as a result of the experimental measurements of the pole density of each sublayer. It is evident that the thinner the sublayers are, the less "smeared out" the experimental results for the respective pole densities will be. An absolutely correct information for the texture evolution would be obtained in case of "infinitely" thin sublayers. In practice this could be carried out if the X-ray diffraction measurement is carried out "in situ", i.e. during the course of electrodeposition. Such an attachment for the "in situ" study of electrolytic coatings structure has been designed by Lagiewka and Budniok, 1986. SPECIMEN PREPARATION Moreover, it is assumed that the deposition interruptions have no effect on the layer texture evolution, i.e. the final texture is identical to the one formed if the deposition was carried out without interruptions. The use of such an approach for obtaining the specimen in the concrete case is possible because of the strong homoepitaxy of zinc (Tomov et al. 1989 ).
The measurements of the {10i0} and {11.0} diffraction lines of zinc were performed with an X-ray diffractometer Philips with CuK radiation (LiF focusing monochromator).
EXPERIMENTAL AND DISCUSSION
In the most general case the texture arising in a layer may be divided into three stages: initial, transition and final texture (Bauer 1964 (Pangarov 1965) and oriented crystal growth (Gorbunova 1943 , Laemmlein 1945 , Bauer 1964 
